
Kenozero National Park:                                    
unity of nature, culture and human being
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A Human as a 
medium of Heritage

Principles of 
environmental 

protection 

Heritage objects

Spiritual culture
Nature and cultural-

historical 
environment

National Park is an optimal form of 
preservation of cultural and natural heritage 



The Kenozero National Park 
was established on 28 December 1991. 
It is situated in the South-west of the 
Arkhangelsk Region. The Park area is
141354 hectares.

In 2004 the Kenozero National Park 
was included in the list of the 
UNESKO  World net of Biosphere
Reserves.

It is an Important Birds Area (2000).



Many villages have become 
depopulated, fields turned to 
wilderness, residents’ lifestyle 
changed, economic activities changed, 
authentic stories’ tradition was lost.                          
But something has been kept…



In 1994 the Park incorporated Lekshmozero

agricultural enterprise with 570 cattle

Fields grassing overCultural landscape of Glazovo village, 1990s.



18th –c. chapel in Glazovo village – before and after the 
restoration process, 1998.

Restoration of «heavens» of the Three Hierarchs chapel in 
Nemyata village. N.K. Rerikh St. P. painting college. Beg. 1990s.

Pochozerskiy temple complex



Local population is the main 
factor of the territory stability



Old houses are a unique element of hospitality infrastructure

Old peasant house in Krivtsovo village 
for 6 guests

Guests house “Like at babushka’s place” for 9 guests 

Banya



Children’s playgrounds

Heat pipeline to Kenozero
schoolPrimary school in Ust-Pocha village

It would be impossible to continue preserving the 
available heritage without having people’s

basic needs satisfied. 

Second World War monuments in all villages 
of the Park

The complex of sewage 
treatment plants



«Always choose the most 
difficult way - there you 
won't meet competitors».        
[Charles de Gaulle]. 



Management priorities

A specific feature is to preserve and 
develop all kinds of heritage

A key objective is to preserve and use 
cultural landscapes

Key value is traditional authentic culture of 
the Russian North

Vector of the Park development – the 
preservation of the local people

A major economic priority is to develop a 
mechanism to allocate tourism economic 

benefits to the local community

Tourism development economic strategy: 
«from services economy to experience 

economy»



The specific mission of the Park that consists in conservation, 
exploration and multifaceted promotion of the tangible and intangible

natural and cultural heritage 

Only diversity is beautiful…Only diversity is beautiful…



Restoration
of wooden 

monuments



18th –century St. Nicholas 
chapel before restoration Restoration After restoration

Conservation of the 19th –c. Meeting of the 
Lord church in Ryapusovo village

Russian Norwegian cooperation.
1996 – 2006: restoration of Kenozerye architecture monuments

2013 – 2015: conservation works at monuments in a dangerous condition
Conservation of the 19-th –c.              

St. Andrew church in Vedyagino village



Guzhovo watermill. “Merry clatter of its wills…”

Guzhovo watermill is the first 
restored working watermill in Russia 

Watermill before restoration

Norwegian counterparts at the mill opening ceremony



Thanks to the Russian President the large-scale 
restoration of Russian wooden architecture 

masterpiece completed in 2016

Porghenskiy churchyard of XVIII century –
«Hard-to-reach Universe centre»



Porghenskiy churchyard opening ceremony after restoration



Порженский погост XVIII века –
«Труднодоступный центр Вселенной»

Pochozerskiy churchyard of XVIII 
century is one of the five three-

piece complexes preserved        
in Russia 



In 2012 – 2014 years Russian and foreign 
volunteers repaired 13 architectural monuments.



Hand-made “Heavens”

Famous Kenozero “Heavens” – is a painted wooden
ceiling in churches and chapels. These are unique
patterns of monumental painting kept here as a
collection which does not have any analogues in the

world. The Kenozero National Park has the biggest
collection in Russia – 17 “Heavens”.



Global meaning of local traditions 



Hall «Izba»

Museum «In the beginning was the Word»

Hall "Storytellers of Kenozerye"



Conference room

Hall «Genres» 

Hall «Researchers» 

Museum «In the beginning was the Word»



Museum «In the beginning was the Word»



Architectural Park “Kenozero Spilikins”

A. Konchalovskiy in «Icon painter’s workshop»

ECO class «Potomuchka»

There are 15 museums and exhibitions in Kenozero National Park 
which are presenting an outstanding 

cultural and natural heritage of the Territory, secrets of the local style of life. 

The museum complex "Ambarnyi Ryad”

“Carpenter’s Alphabet ““Nature hall” in Visitor-centre

“Zekhnovo watermill”

Museum "Ruhlyadny barn. 
Open display of funds "



Ecological trail “Path of Ancestors” 

Picture “Forest”

Reconstruction of shelter Observation tower

Reconstruction of the hunter’s house

“Path of Ancestors” is an ethno-
landscape exposition with
demonstration of different types of
traditional nature use. 

Informational Centre “Lesnoe Othodnichestvo”



7 ecological trails and 
7 excursion routs 
length of 283 km -
an important part of tourism
infrastructure and
environmental education.

“Anthills’ Path”

“System of five lakes”Observation tower

Route “Heavens and surroundings of Kenozero”

Ecological Trails and Excursion Routs



The northern village combines beauty of the 
Earth and man-made creations

«New architecture» samples Leaving beauty

Oshevenskoye village, beg. XX c. 
I. Ya. Bilibin’s photo Samkovo village, beg. XX c. 



Development of land use and building guidelines



2. Town-planning 
zoning to divide 
settlements into 
territorial zones

Development stages of land use 
and          building guidelines

4. Activity to explain to 
local residents

3. Requirements to 
buildings which 
specify building 

types, roof kinds, 
façade colouring, 

construction 
materials, etc.

1. Visual and graphic 
analysis of 

settlements to 
identify building 

types, landscape 
types and 

maintenance forms 



Traditional types of houses, possibilities            
for their modern use



“Kenozero National Park has all chances to get into the list of 
most important natural and cultural treasures in our planet”

Serge Lavrov, 
Minister of International Affairs of Russia

In 2014 Cultural Landscape 
“Testament of Kenozero Lake”

was included into Preliminary list of 
UNESCO World heritage.  



Kenozero cultural landscape as a multifaceted entity 

Preservation of 
biological diversity

Preservation of 
historical-cultural 

heritage

Development of local 
economy

Residents of Kenozero area

Forest hunting area

Surrounding open land              
(fields, meadows, lakes)

Historical and cultural 
elements (churches, 
chapels, "holy" trees)

Rural 
settlements
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Volunteers’ camp «Haymaking freedom», 2016.

Management-Plan of Zekhnovo-Ryapusovo
cultural landscape complex

Scheme of practical works for the first year

Scheme of practical works for the second year



The concept of landscape management of the Park involves their "conservation 
and restoration", as well as the economic motivation of local residents. The 

emphasis is not only getting an agricultural products, but  in demonstration of 
the landscape as a tourist product.



“Kraskov’s house” in Filippovskaya
village

Project «Model farm stead»

Both houses will soon be occupied by families 
who, additional to tourist catering, will be 

tending the cattle, and the cattle is known to 
produce a positive effect on landscape.  

“Boloznev’s house”  
in Zekhnovo village 

This miracle stove was made by a Slovak craftsman



Arkhangelsk Region.

Share of villages with 0 – 10 people. – 50 %;
Share of towns with the population of up       

to 3000 people – 24 %;
Share of abandoned rural settlements – 21 %.

Abandoned village of Kilozero. Plesetsk distric of AR

Poromskiy Island village.                                             
Nobody lives here in winter. Kenozero NP



Vector of the Park development – the preservation of the local people



Ways to involve local population into the 
Park’s activities 

Park’s
Activities

Cultural heritage
protection

Sustainable 
tourism 

development 

Revival of the 
traditional culture

Facilitation of 
the social and 

economic 
development 
of the area

Nature protection
and ecological

safety 
of the territory



Inside the “Teahouse”

Zinaida Nefedova on the “Meditation Path”

Eco-trail use «Meditation Path» with RDG “Sparks of Hope”

Art object «The spring music»

“Meditation Path”



The Park has been largely contributing to the villagers’ awareness of a variety of subjects, holding 
series of training workshops on promotion of environmentally-oriented business and rural tourism, 
study trips, and master-classes hosted by domestic and international experts. Good progress has 

been achieved in promoting the environmentally-oriented non-timber forest resources market. 



Performances of leading 
Arkhangelsk theatres, musical 

groups from the Academic 
Northern Russian Folk Choir to 
jazz with blues for Kenozerye

residents!

Arkhangelsk regional puppet theatre

«Sever» jazz group of Tim Dorofeev



Best doctors from Arkhangelsk examined about 
1,300 residents in the villages of the Park

“Pristine Kenozero – Territory of the Health”



To support rural initiatives, a microfinance fund has been 
established upon the Park’s initiative. 

A total of 276 loans (15.8 mln RUR) have been 
spent by the recipients on items such as 

sewing machines, boat engines,
tourist accommodation infrastructure, etc. 



The Park becomes a guarantor of respect to heritage values, 
enhancement of local population life quality



Synergetic effect of sustainable tourism development

- tool of heritage conservation;
- incentive to social and economic activity of the local 

population;
- way to solve social and economic problems.

Sustainable 
tourism

Territory 
development

Territory 
development

Enhanced of 
importance of 
the heritage  

Enhanced of 
importance of 
the heritage  

Local 
residents 

intensification 

Local 
residents 

intensification 

Diversification 
of employment, 
an increase in 

revenue

Diversification 
of employment, 
an increase in 

revenue

Visitors are 
getting 

new 
knowledge, 

feelings, 
experiences

Visitors are 
getting 

new 
knowledge, 

feelings, 
experiences



А. В. Тряпицын«Белые ночи с Алексеем Тряпицыным». Деревня Косицыно

«Experience organisation is not entertainment,
but involvement of clients». 

B. Joseph Pine II, James H. Gilmore, authors of «From the services economy to the experience economy» concept



Интерьер гостевого 
дома  «Как у бабушки»

Hotel “Old Inn” for 28 guests

Information centre «Crafts izba»,
hotel on the 2nd floor

Tourist Infrastructure

Hotel “Fisherman’s house”

Mini-hotel in Park’s office in 
Vershinino for 15 guests

“Evseev’s house” for 14 guests 

One-time capacity – 1365 persons:

• 83 tourist stops (without stopping 
points) – 1050;
• 15 hotels and guest houses –
159 places;
• 8 forest shelters (excluding forest 
huts) – 50 seats;
• tour. base – 106 seats.

Base of ecological camp for 96 guests



«Vasiliy’s Day» in Kenozerye

ChristmasSt. Peter and Paul’s Day in Morshihinskaya village

Event tourism development
The highlight of St. John the Baptist’s Day at Maselga – burning wheel launch



Local porridge treatment for all guestsEthnographical programmes for children and adults

Workshop Guests from Czech Republic



Ethnographic program «Lekshmozero
evening party»»

Cooking master-class Ethnographic program "Kenozero Vechorka"

There are 14 ethnographic
programs and 11 master 

classes introduced together 
with local residents

Interactive ethnographic program of hey making

Valenki (felting) master-class

Birch bark weaving



Minister S. Donskoy in the souvenir shop

At the fair

Authentic souvenirs is a key element of the tourist offer 
of Kenozero National Park



“Kenozero Childhood”
Programme for orphans 

from Arkhangelsk 
region 

Kenozero for Elders
Programme for lonely old 

people from  retirement 
home

We invited more than 200 orphans and disabled 
children and more than 100 elderly lonely people

“Friends for Friends”
program for youth

with health
disabilities

Government of 
Arkhangelsk 
Region 

ROSNEFT

Social tourism



Ecological Camps of Kenozero – visitor card 
of the national park. 

1995 – 2016 , more than 5000 children 



Young guides from the Park Plesetsk sector meeting 
Minister Donskoy and Governor Orlov

Young guides of the Park Kargopol sector hold                                                 
the ethnographic program «Log country»

In the «Kitovrasovo guesthouse»

During summer season 2015 children from “Young Guide” Club of 
Kenozero National Park held more then 80 excursions for 1280 visitors



Start of a new 
history



Social effect today – economic effect tomorrow


